A family of eight text fonts designed by Zuzana Licko.
Available from Emigre Fonts.
For a full showing of Solex, and to test drive Solex on Tytypease, go to:

www.emigre.com
Because of their display origins, sans serif types are less bound to scholarly custom than typefaces cut purposely for extended texts. And, even though sans serif typefaces sometimes do prove useful for short blocks of continuous reading, sans serif types are not (necessarily) useful for long tracts. They’re not deeply rooted in the larger reading tradition. After all, sans serif typefaces have existed for barely one-third of typographic history. There are fewer details than one finds in a serif typeface. As a result, actual innovation is generally more finite than in the larger domain of display, which is where and why sans serif typefaces were born.

When designing a sans serif typeface specifically for text, there is nothing more important to consider than the range of deviation from prior typographic forms. In practice, the range of deviation from prior typographic forms was far greater than the range of outright mimicry. It is important to remember that in the first part of the 19th century, grotesques constituted a new category of types: a veritable frontier for adventurous type designers. It was a field day for the peddlers of printed publicity. Referring to, and often copying, the early successful models was common practice, but there was still plenty of ground for new ideas to be tried.

**SOLEX REGULAR 14/18 PT**
**SOLEX REGULAR 10/14 PT**
**SOLEX REGULAR 8/12 PT**

**EMIGRE: Graphic Design into the Digital Realm**

Zuzana Licko’s Latest Typeface Family, Solex, is Her First Release in Nearly Two Years. It is a more conservative and studious exploration of the industrial sans serif genre and its past than she has undertaken before. Licko has allowed herself to be lured by ideas that have interested many a type designer while maintaining a footing in her own ideas and using her own methods to express them. Readers who are familiar with her work will also see that Solex is in keeping with Licko’s curious name choices. She has a penchant for giving her typefaces one-word names that end with x, such as Elektrix, Lunatix, Matrix, Triplex, Varex....

Inevitably, When a Type Designer Has Already Designed Several Sans Serif Faces, Personal Biases Become Noticeable. In Any Survey of This Sort, a Certain Amount of Redundancy Is to Be Expected. It’s Practically Unavoidable. This Is Typical, Too, When an Artist Uses a Limited Palette, as Jeffery Keedy Observed about Licko’s Work in the Foreword to Emigre: Graphic Design into the Digital Realm (1993).

Since sans serif typefaces are unadorned and spare, they norm ally allow for fewer design possibilities than serif typefaces. This tends to be true in the limited domain of text, but not in the larger domain of display, which is where and why sans serif typefaces were born. When designing a sans serif typeface specifically for text, there is nothing more important to consider than the range of deviation from prior typographic forms. In practice, the range of deviation from prior typographic forms was far greater than the range of outright mimicry. It is important to remember that in the first part of the 19th century, grotesques constituted a new category of types: a veritable frontier for adventurous type designers. It was a field day for the peddlers of printed publicity. Referring to, and often copying, the early successful models was common practice, but there was still plenty of ground for new ideas to be tried.

**SOLEX BOLD 14/18 PT**
**SOLEX BOLD 12/16 PT**
**SOLEX BOLD 10/14 PT**
**SOLEX BOLD 8/12 PT**

SEASONED TYPE DESIGNERS TEND TO FALL BACK ON OLD WAYS. SOME HABITS ARE EVIDENT IN THE DESIGN WORK AND SOME ARE NOT. MUCH HAS TO DO WITH THE WAY A TYPE DESIGNER PERCEIVES LETTERFORMS AND BRINGS THEM TO LIFE AS TYPE. IN SOLEX, TRACES OF LICKO’S RECENT SANS SERIF TYPES, SUCH AS BASE AND TARBANA, CAN BE SEEN. THERE ARE SOME VERY CLEAR CARRY-OVERS, SUCH AS THE WAY LICKO TENDS TO TAPER OR TURN THE STUB OF A STEM WHERE IT SPROUTS FROM A BOWL, AND THE WAY SHE CHOOSES TO EMPHASIZE DISTINCT GEOMETRIC VERICALITY IN THE SHAPES OF COUNTERS. BOTH ARE FAMILIAR THEMES.

**SOLEX BOLD 140 PT**

**SOLEX BOLD 46/52 PT**

**SOLEX BOLD 21/24 PT**

**SOLEX BOLD 9/13 PT**

**SOLEX BOLD 6/9 PT**

**SOLEX BOLD 5/7 PT**

**SOLEX BOLD 3/4 PT**

**SOLEX BOLD 1/2 PT**

Unlike the first roman types, which were made specifically for book printing, grotesque faces were made for use in advertising. Judging from old type specimen books, the range of deviation from prior typographic forms was far greater than the range of outright mimicry. It is important to remember that in the first part of the 19th century, grotesques constituted a new category of types: a veritable frontier for adventurous type designers. It was a field day for the peddlers of printed publicity. Referring to, and often copying, the early successful models was common practice, but there was still plenty of ground for new ideas to be tried.

**SOLEX REGULAR 14/18 PT**
**SOLEX REGULAR 10/14 PT**
**SOLEX REGULAR 8/12 PT**

**ESSAY BY JOHN DOWNER**

GROTESQUE (SANS SERIF) TYPES HAVE A CHECKERED PAST. THEY ARE AMONG BOTH THE MOST IMAGINATIVE AND THE MOST IMITATIVE FACES CUT FOR EITHER TEXT OR DISPLAY TYPOGRAPHY.
**THE SPECIFIC SOURCE OF INSPIRATION**

for Solex dates from the 1950s. It is a typeface called Bauer Topic (a.k.a., Steile Futura) designed by Paul Renner, who also designed the larger and more influential Futura series more than 20 years earlier. Topic, however, bears little resemblance to other members of the Futura family. Futura is a sans serif typeface series of classical, yet geometric, proportions and widths. Topic is a design that has characters of relatively even widths. Renner sought to replace the roman widths with mechanical looking, static ones. It was an attempt to make his type modern and modular. A direct descendent of Bauer Topic is a digital font family called Tasse (Font Bureau, 1994). Tasse is essentially a large set of weight and width variations on the upright version of Bauer Topic. Solex, by comparison, is a font family that includes both roman and italic variants. In Solex, Licko has preserved the lone foot serif introduced by Renner at the base of many italic characters: a, d, h, k, l, m, n, u; and has added others where Renner did not: i, x. Licko has also introduced a head serif on letters where Renner put none: i, l, x. The added head serifs give Solex a trait often associated with monospaced fonts and typewriter faces, and give the i, l, and x two apiece.

In looking at the italic v, w, y, and seeing how the three shapes relate to one another, one is again reminded of similar variety in Modula. The shapes don’t strictly follow one another. Note also that the r in Solex Black relates less closely to the r in the other weights of Solex, but it seems very similar to the r in Base. There are, to be sure, several broader comparisons to be made. In Solex, there is obviously a lot of the superellipticality seen in condensed versions of Roger Excoffon’s Antique Olive: the rather acute bends, plus the verticality of the clipped terminals on C, G, and S, for instance. Likewise, Solex revisits postmodern themes seen in Erik Spiekermann’s digital milestone, Meta Sans, and its cousin, Officina Sans. In both Licko’s and Spiekermann’s designs we find a measure of rigidity, linearity, and noncalligraphic monotone. Indeed, Solex even shows faint signs of going in the direction of Matthew Carter’s text series, Bell Centennial, with respect to the narrow (almost trapezoidal) bowls, slimmed interior strokes, and prominent traps. All the same, Solex has a look of its own in text settings, and it will likely find a place for itself among numerous other condensed grotesques in the years ahead.

**THE GENERAL SOURCE IS A CLASS OF SLIGHTLY CONDENSED, RECTANGULAR, GROTESQUE TYPES MADE FOR NEWSPAPER ADS AND HANDBILLS. MOST WERE CUT AFTER 1885, WHEN AN AMERICAN INVENTOR, LINN BOYD BENTON, INTRODUCED AND PATENTED A PANTOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING MACHINE TO CUT PUNCHES AND MATRICES. ALTERNATE GOTHIC (1903), A POPULAR STAND-ALONE TYPEFACE, IS A PRIMARY EXAMPLE OF ONE STYLE OF GROTESQUE PRODUCED IN SUCH A MANNER. STANDARD GOTHIC (1896), AS WELL AS NEWS GOTHIC (1908), BY EXTENSION, ARE BOTH EXAMPLES OF SERIES THAT INCLUDED CONDENSED STYLES THAT LIKewise BECAME POPULAR AND LASTED WELL INTO THE MIDDLE YEARS OF THE 20TH CENTURY. LATER TWENTIETH CENTURY EXAMPLES INCLUDE TYPEFACES SUCH AS THE CONDENSED MEMBERS OF BIG, CONCEPTUAL FAMILIES LIKE FOLIO, EUROSTYLE, AND UNIVERS. LICKO’S TYPEFACE MODULA SANS, MODELED ON A CONDENSED OVAL; AND OBLONG (DESIGNED WITH RUDY VANDERLAN), A SLAB SERIF TYPEFACE MODELED ON A CONDENSED RECTANGLE, ARE WORTH MENTIONING, AS WELL. THEY CAN BE SEEN AS EMIGRE’S FIRST STEPS IN THE DIRECTION OF SOLEX, THOUGH THEY WERE BOTH BASED ON EARLIER BITMAP FONTS, NOT ON METAL TYPEFACES, PER SE.**

**REMINISCENT OF ITALY**

**AN AGRICULTURIST**

**Looking at the italic**